VALIDAT
Market-leading solution
for method validation
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More overview – lower costs
Efficient method validation

In more than 20 years, VALIDAT has proven to be the market-leading software
solution for efficient method validation established. Today, VALIDAT supports
our customers in the pharmaceutical, chemical, or biotechnical industry, in the
petrochemical industry, material testing or in the automotive sector for compliant
validation documentation: reliable, professional, and safe. Benefit from our
competence for your goals. Because VALIDAT helps you to method validation to
save up to 70 percent in time and costs.

From more than 20 years of practical
experience, we know: Method validation is
a central task in any analytical laboratory.
The systematic review of the suitability
of a measurement method often causes
a high expenditure of time and money –
especially if the right analysis tools are
missing and the planning, review, and
execution all necessary steps are carried
out with standard office applications,
which are carried out by complex review
processes must be secured.

• Which parameters of a method need
to be considered?
• Which statistical results are relevant?
• Do the calculations comply with the
regulations and guidelines?
• Work steps must be checked and approved.
• Measured values must be transmitted with
a four-eyes principle.

We offer a convincing answer to all these
questions: VALIDAT, the market-leading solution in
certified quality for all types of method validation.
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Safe solution in certified quality
User-friendly and automated

VALIDAT was developed according to the strict regulations
of DIN EN ISO 9001:2008 and GAMP. For us, two principles
were in the foreground:
1. A high level of user orientation that consistently reflects
the needs of daily laboratory practice.
2. An intelligently organized and automated workflow that
includes all types of method validation supported and 		
significantly simplified.

Security and traceability with
Document Management System

Measurement uncertainty
according to ISO 17025

In addition to the complete audit trail,
VALIDAT stores all versions for security
and traceability of your documents in a
Document Management System (DMS).
This allows you to view any version of
your validation reports in the DMS viewer
or restore old versions of your files.

VALIDAT contains an easy-to-use
module for calculating the measurement
uncertainty from validation data (e.g.,
precision or calibration) as well as external
multiplicative or additive sources of
influence. In addition to correction factors,
a bias can also be taken into account and
a combined measurement uncertainty can
be determined. The report can be output
independently or as part of the overall report.
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Standard Windows application with easy-to-use interface
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Easy navigation through the structure of the validation project

3

Reports and graphics with one click

4

Full audit trail with clear presentation
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Simple and efficient validation processes
Accelerated implementation through structured processes

Generate validation from
method information

Create planning
of the test points

Sequence

Transfer measured
values from CDS/LIMS

Create and print reports

Import
method

Methods in CDS/LIMS

Sequences in CDS/LIMS

Import
data

measured values

In combination with a CDS or LIMS, this results in
Im Zusammenspiel mit einem CDS oder LIMS
a highly automated workflow that is efficient and
ergibt sich ein hoch automatisierter Workflow, der
provides security.
effizient ist und Sicherheit bietet

For the successful execution of your
validation projects, VALIDAT offers all
mathematical and statistical procedures
as well as full 21 CFR Part 11 conformity.
Thanks to well-structured workflows and
flexibly adaptable templates, VALIDAT
organizes your validation processes more
easily and efficiently:

• You can release validation plans electronically and use them as a
starting point for sequences in the CDS or test jobs in the LIMS.
• VALIDAT imports the obtained measurement data with one click
and a finished validation report is created in a few minutes.
• From successful validations, you simply create a template that
serves as a starting point for further projects.
• Or you can use the Template Wizard and add only the
components of the template that you need.

Supported Probes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Precision
Robustness
Methodological ability
Linearity / calibration function
Limit of detection and determination
Proficiency tests
Selectivity / specificity
Accuracy
Stability
Bioassays
Measurement uncertainty... and more

With VALIDAT, your validation projects are securely
stored in local files or on Oracle/Microsoft SQL
Servers. Thanks to its many interfaces to result
files, data systems and our LIMS LABS/Q®, VALIDAT
can be easily integrated into your laboratory
infrastructure.
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More overview
Uncomplicated data preparation

Create PDF with one click
With one click, you can create a saved PDF file from each report. This is
automatically saved in the document management system (DMS).
Other formats such as RTF or Microsoft® Word are also available.
Graphics can also be exported in BMP, JPG or WMF formats.

Security requirement

VALIDAT

User management

Flexible user system with five predefined roles

Full audit trail

Audit trails for each validation, program, and presets

Secure data storage

Oracle and Microsoft SQL Server are supported

Protection against manipulation

Checksums and encryption for maximum security

Document Traceability

Fully integrated document management system

Electronic signatures

Release reports and authorize important actions

All important security and compliance requirements are met by VALIDAT.
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Easily integrated into your infrastructure
VALIDAT can be easily adapted to your company‘s infrastructure and your workflows.
The following three examples illustrate the use and configuration for different company sizes of our customers.

Contract Laboratory
(3 users)

• Installation on a computer with three users
• Validations are saved as a file on the hard disk
• Complete audit trail and document 			
management system (DMS)

Single-user installationn

Medium-sized
biotechnology company (20 users)

Pharmaceutical industry

• Installation on desktops with packaging
of the installation
• Storage on Oracle database server
• Central user administration and
system audit trail
• Central document management system

•
•
•
•

Network installation with database server

(150 users, 5 areas, worldwide)

Installation on desktops with packaging of the installation
Storage on Oracle database server
Central user administration and system audit trail
Central document management system

Installation on a terminal server or Citrix XenApp Server
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Meaningful reporting
More comfort through individual design

With VALIDAT, your validation reports are generated via predefined layouts. At the
same time, VALIDAT opens many possibilities for you to individually design the
comments and graphics in your report. The use of text variables and acceptance
definitions helps you to generate result overviews and acceptance tables quickly and
easily. This gives you a meaningful and clear report. The built-in word processing
component offers you a powerful environment for editing your texts:
•
•
•
•

Tables
Graphics
Compatibility with Excel and Word (clipboard)
Paragraph and character formatting

Whether title page, data system reports, material list, chromatograms, or company
logo - with VALIDAT you can design your report according to your corporate design.

Use each result for acceptance criteria
With the help of text variables, you can
compare any statistical result against an
upper and/or lower limit. VALIDAT can output
predefined texts if the criterion is met or not
met. This gives you very flexible options to
specify and evaluate the decisive features for
your specific validation project.
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Mehr Flexibilität mit automatisierten Textvariablen
Text variables can be used at any point in the report.
You will be automatically at exchanged report generation
for the desired content. This allows you to add a variety
of automatically generated content to your report:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name of the validation project
Username, date or file name
Number of samples and injections for a given test point
Header data
Total page number or current page number
Results

Any result calculated with VALIDAT can be output at any
point of a custom text. For example, you can output the limit
of detection and determination in a comment on a linearity
analysis.
• Checkpoint report
• Planning report
• Overall report
• Acceptance overview
• Sample overview
• Printout of the audit trail ... and much more
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Your advantages at a glance
Save time and money

VALIDAT helps you to significantly save time and money
in method validation:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Save time in the planning and execution of
Method validation projects
No need to validate calculations
Templates for recurring tasks
Reduce risks with an automated
Software solution: Audit trail and security,
workflows, validated calculations, automated
• Transmission of measured values

VALIDAT saves times

with VALIDAT

without VALIDAT
hours

Help and support at every stage of the project
From the DQ to the final system qualification,
iCD System is at your side on site with experienced
employees. So that you can establish the best
possible solution for method validation in your
company.

Validation Plan

Sample Plan

Create Sequences

Finalize Sequences

Analysis

Analysis

Data Validation

Validation Process

Report Publishing

Versioning/ Archive

Without method validation software
See and establish guidelines
Manual planning steps
Validate calculations
Manual data transfer and verification
Manual creation and review of the report
Establish and check workflows

With VALIDAT
Fully validated and easy-to-use software, developed
according to the specifications of GAMP 5 and 21 CFR Part 11
Easy validation creation via templates
Validated statistical functions according to ISO/ICH/FDA
Interfaces to leading chromatography data systems
Create reports with one click
Workflow guided by software
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Our strengths, your advantages
iCD System GmbH offers you help and support in every phase of your
project. You benefit from 40 years of experience in Laboratory informatics
and will receive a standard solution for all laboratories with state-of-the-art
architecture and optimal connection to your IT landscape.
Contact us, we are happy to support you!

iCD System GmbH
Josef-Lammerting-Allee 20–22
D - 50933 Cologne
T +49 221 670265-0
info@icd-system.com
www.icd-system.com
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